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Cube Solar

The small tower  
with huge  
surveillance capability, 
without any need  
for power!
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Contact us for more information  
on securing your site today

No disruptions to your progress 
Interruptions on construction sites can potentially 
hinder the development of your project. You don’t 
want to be facing delays due to crime or find 
yourself unable to install CCTV because of a lack 
of power. These issues cause major setbacks in 
your plans and could even stop production. Here 
at BauWatch, we provide effective solutions which 
overcome any hurdle you may face. 
 
What can the Cube Solar do for you?   
Our Cube Solar may be half the size of our Solar 
Tower, but it provides double the efficiency. The 
combination of solar panels and a fuel cell mean that 
your site can receive 24/7 surveillance to ensure 
tight security without the need for a power source. 
This means that even through the winter, our Cube 
Solar can provide you its excellent service, whilst 
being CO2 neutral. It is able to run for a whole year 

without the need for regular servicing or checks, 
leaving your site undisturbed.     

The BauWatch Cube Solar is ideal for:
• Small scale projects with no power
• Environmentally friendly projects 

The cheaper alternative for small scale projects,  
which doesn’t harm the environment 

 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

BauWatch Cube Solar

Camera detection range  Maximum 25m   

Type of detection  Video analysis for reliable  
detection

Internet connection  Integrated secure connection  

Power supply   Fuel cell, 3 solar panels and  
48-hour back-up battery

Alarm follow-up   24 / 7 connection with our  
emergency centre

Lights Integrated IR

Required space 1.15m x 1.15m

Dimensions 605kg / 4.40m 

ADVANTAGES

Why BauWatch Cube Solar? 

 CO2 neutral due to a combination of solar 
panels and a fuel cell

 Can work during winter without  
the need for power  

 Operates without regular checks 
leaving you to focus on your site 
progress  

SECURITY 


